Abstract NCL, the standard declarative language of the Brazilian Terrestrial Digital TV System and ITU-T Recommendation for IPTV Services, provides a high level of reuse in the design of hypermedia applications. In this paper we detail how its design and conceptual model have succeeded in supporting reuse at a declarative level. NCL supports not only static but also running code reuse. It also allows for reuse inside applications, reuse between applications, and reuse of code spans stored in external libraries. For a specification language to promote reuse, however, it must have a number of usability merits. Aspects of NCL usability are thus analyzed with the Cognitive Dimensions of Notation framework.
on called active code reuse, in the context of NCL (Nested Context Language), a declarative DSL (Domain Specific Language) for hypermedia document authoring.
NCL is the declarative language of the Brazilian Terrestrial Digital TV System (SBTVD), supported by the middleware called Ginga. NCL and Ginga are part of ISDB (International Standard for Digital Broadcasting) standards [1] , and also an ITU-T Recommendation for IPTV services [2] . Given that NCL is a DSL primarily designed for interactive digital TV (iDTV) applications, we will frame the discussion in this context.
Code reuse, or software reuse, has been an important and persistent topic in programming language and software engineering disciplines since their earliest days. The main goal has been to decrease program development time by reusing well-tested previously developed code, thus promoting increased software reliability and a specification that is less error-prone in its whole. However, not only static code reuse but also reuse of running code has been in focus. For example, programming languages for parallel systems allow for reusing code in execution by different parallel control flows of an application, producing different behavior in each flow.
Software engineering has proposed several methodologies and techniques for supporting code reuse. Typically and historically, these approaches have been developed for imperative languages, although they can be equally useful for declarative ones. Declarative languages emphasize the highlevel description of an application rather than its decomposition into an algorithmic implementation. Moreover, declarative languages usually define specific models to design applications targeted to specific domains (a declarative DSL), offering a good balance between flexibility and simplicity. In other words, one loses some of the expressiveness but gains increased simplicity. Supporting reuse in declarative DSL is, however, more difficult to achieve, since reuse cannot come at the expense of providing and keeping a clear orientation towards the domain for which the language was designed.
In this paper we detail how the NCL design and its conceptual model have succeeded in supporting reuse at a declarative level. However, in order to move from supporting to promoting reuse, a specification language must itself have a number of usability merits. If it does not, programmers (or multimedia document authors in our specific context) are likely to abandon it for a more usable specification tool. So, we take the Cognitive Dimensions of Notation (CDN) framework [3, 4] and analyze aspects of NCL usability as an interface language for creating hypermedia applications. Finally, we also include in this paper a brief outline of good programming practices that promote increased reuse in NCL-based authoring processes, which can help existing and future adopters of this language.
The next sections are organized as follows. As an underlying principle, Sect. 2 argues in favor of reuse in several aspects of an iDTV application. Section 3 first briefly presents NCL elements and then discusses how code reuse can be applied within the same NCL application. In Sect. 4, we show how to import and reuse code across different NCL applications. Section 5 presents the methodology we have applied to analyze NCL reuse features based on the CDN framework. Section 6 overviews some relevant related work. Finally, Sect. 7 presents our concluding remarks.
Reuse on iDTV applications
An iDTV application is constituted by media assets (video, audio, text and image perceptual media objects, as well as other media objects with imperative and declarative code) and spatial and temporal relationships among these assets. As parallelism is inherent to iDTV applications, there are several situations in which it is desirable to provide reuse both of active code (in this case media objects being presented) and of static code (in this case, syntactic reuse of part of a hypermedia document). 1 Reuse of a media object's content is essential in iDTV applications. It is advantageous to let authors edit image, audio, and video files, and then reuse these contents in different documents or different parts of the same document. Content reuse can be related with both: (a) content specification (static reuse), allowing several media objects that refer to the same content to be independently presented by players; and (b) content presentation (active reuse), allowing for a unique content presentation to be shared by several media object players. Moreover, it is convenient to support not only content reuse but also extensive reuse of all other presentation attributes (the whole media object specification). In brief, we are thus talking about syntactic (static) reuse, which means having several independent instances of the same code (independent media object exhibitions), and reuse of the same media object presentation (active code reuse).
Reuse of presentation characteristics is also helpful. Applying interface design patterns tends to enhance iDTV application usability. When the same presentation pattern is used, families of iDTV applications gain proper identity and viewers become acquainted with that format. For example, if several media objects must always be exhibited in the same screen region of the same device, region-specification (static) reuse forces this pattern. If not only the location but also the way in which the media object is presented (for example the level of image transparency, font color, sound level, etc.) is declared apart, static reuse of this detached code span forces a predefined style.
Moving the reuse focus to structured document authoring, many iDTV applications follow a hierarchical organization. For example, a TV series may be composed of the TV channel logo (image) and various episodes; each episode is composed of scenes that are composed of shots and possibly some (perhaps interactive) advertisements; and so on. In other words, an iDTV application is a recursive composition of objects (media objects and other compositions). Very often several iDTV applications follow the same structure (the same TV script). Therefore, it is also convenient to support structure reuse of a whole iDTV application or part of it, to make production easier and also to enforce a format that gives identity to TV programs.
Going to the next reuse claim, one of the biggest advantages of iDTV applications is their capacity to adapt content or the way content is presented, depending on viewer profiles, viewer locations, or exhibition platform profiles. Adaptations are based on rule accomplishments, and rules should be reusable across different adaptations.
Going further, as aforementioned, iDTV applications are composed of media objects and relationships among them. Thus, reducing or at least simplifying the definition of relationships is essential to decrease the application development time and the programming-error risk. Relationships are defined by relation types plus relation actors (in our case, object interfaces) that play roles defined by the relation types. Relation types are difficult to specify, and it is a good practice to define them apart from applications and let them be shared by relationships.
It is also very usual to find part of iDTV applications repeated in other applications. This is, for example, the case of advertisements embedded in applications. Therefore it is worthwhile to treat application specifications as a library from which they can be imported by other applications. Indeed, the hierarchical nesting of compositions previously mentioned and exemplified in the case of a TV series encapsulation can be thought of as a document nesting. In the example, each composition can comprise a document. For example, each scene specification of an episode can be seen as a document that can be imported and included into another document specifying the whole episode, which in turn can be imported by another document representing the whole series.
Moreover, it is desirable to treat application libraries as an information base from which only some aspects of interest can be imported. For example, it should be possible to import merely the layout of an application to another application.
As seen, in iDTV application specifications reuse features are supposed to embrace numerous aspects involved in authoring and presentation tasks. It should be stressed at this point that although this paper focuses on reuse in NCL [2] , the same approach can be exploited in other time-based DSLs targeted at the iDTV domain.
Reuse in a same NCL application
NCL is an XML application that follows the modularization approach. The NCL design naturally favors code reuse when detaching the several specification aspects of the authoring process of iDTV applications. This section begins with a brief presentation of NCL that will be useful in the discussion in the remainder of this section and in Sect. 4.
NCL overview
Very briefly presenting the main NCL elements (others will be described along the text), the general document structure is divided into <head> and <body> elements, as usual in W3C standards. The <head> contains all base elements (<regionBase>, <descriptorBase>, <ruleBase>, <transitionBase>, and <connectorBase>) whose child elements are targets of reuse by child elements of the <body>.
The <body> element contains <media>, <context>, <switch>, and <link> child elements. A <media> element defines a media object, specifying its type and its content location. The <context> element defines a context object. A context object is a composite that contains a set of objects (media, context, or switch) and a set of links (defining relationships among objects). The <switch> element allows the definition of alternative objects (represented by <media>, <context>, and <switch> elements) to be chosen during presentation time. Test rules used in choosing the switch component are defined by <rule> or <compositeRule> elements, defined in the <head> part of the document.
An object's interfaces are used in relationships with other objects' interfaces. The <area> element allows for the definition of a content anchor representing a spatial, temporal, or spatiotemporal segment of a media object's content, and also a code span in imperative media objects. The <property> element is used for defining an object's property (a local variable) or a group of object's properties as one of the object's interfaces. The <port> element of a <context> allows externalizing an interface of any of its internal child objects. The temporal and spatial information needed to present each media object may be defined by <descriptor> elements. The element may refer to a <region> element to define the initial position of a <media> element in some output device. A <descriptor> element may also refer to a <transition> element to define transition effects in the beginning or end of a media object presentation. The <head> part of a document encloses the definition of <descriptor>, <region>, and <transition> elements.
A <causalConnector> element represents a relation that may be used for creating <link> elements. In a causal relation, a condition role shall be satisfied in order to trigger an action role. A <link> element binds an object's interfaces to connector roles (conditions or actions), defining a spatiotemporal relationship among objects. Table 1 shows, in the first column, an NCL element that may reuse features defined in another NCL element presented in the third column, by using its attribute specified in the second column. However, these are not all of the reuse cases supported by NCL, as discussed in the following sections.
Content reuse
In NCL, a media object specification defines its content, its interfaces (content anchors and properties), and how (and where) the content must be exhibited. In this section let us pay attention only to the content.
A media object defines its content by reference through its src attribute. The src value locates content independently from where it is (for example, stored in a local or remote file system, in a data carousel transmitted by some pushed data protocol, or in streaming pushed data). Therefore, an NCL application is composed by an NCL document, which describes the application structure and semantics, and by media contents defined on the outside.
The same content can be referred and reused by more than one distinct media object. Usually, these objects have independent exhibitions. Thus, for example, if a 100 s video is referred by two objects that are started within a 50 s lag, two 100 s exhibitions will be started from their beginning with a superposition of the 50 s end part of one onto the 50 s initial part of the other.
However, NCL also allows for a media object to define its content as a mirror of another media object's content. In the case of parallel presentations of the two objects, they must be identical. Going back to the previous example, if one content is defined as a mirror of the other one, the last instantiated (mirroring) media object would only have a duration of 50 s, starting from the second half part. Figure 1 illustrates the first reuse case with "video1" and "video2" objects, and then the second reuse case with "video2" and "video3" media objects. The descriptor attribute is discussed in the next section.
Layout reuse
An important and time-consuming issue in hypermedia document design is the spatial positioning of media contents. The same occurs with the initialization of other presentation parameters specifying how a media object must be presented. These two issues are addressed with first class entities in an NCL document, namely <region> and <descriptor>.
Each set of <region> elements constitutes a <regionBase>, defining rectangular regions in a presentation device (a TV screen, for example) referred to by the device attribute of the <regionBase> element. 2 Regions can be superposed, as defined by their zIndex attribute. The base device has a "backgroundRg" region defined covering the whole screen. Two child regions are defined inside the "backgroundRg": "centerRg", corresponding to a half and centralized screen; and "buttonRg" where a button will be exhibited in the right upper corner. Devices registered in the "systemScreen(2)" class have only one region defined: "merchandizingRg", corresponding to a half-cut and centralized screen on this class of devices. Figure 2 could be used in a scenario in which a video media object is exhibited in a central region ("centerRg") of a TV set, over (greater zIndex) a background image that fills the whole screen. At a certain moment an icon would appear in the upper right corner ("buttonRg"). If an interactivity button was pressed using a secondary device (for example, a remote control with a small screen), an advertisement would be exhibited in a central region ("merchandizingRg") of the secondary device screen. Note that in this scenario the advertisement would be presented only to those that had engaged an interaction, without annoying other viewers and making the watching experience more individual.
In NCL a <descriptorBase> element defines how media objects must be initially presented, detaching the content from the content presentation specification. This allows for a new reuse feature, since several media objects can share the same presentation initialization style.
Of course, the initial position of a media object is part of how an object must start its presentation. Thus a <descriptor> element can define by itself a region on a device screen or refer to a <region> element. Since several descriptors can share the same region, referring to a <region> element is another useful reuse feature. Figure 3 adds a descriptor base to the scenario of Fig. 2 . The "centerDs" descriptor refers to the "centerRg" region, also specifying that the sound level must be set to 50% of its recorded level (lines 2 to 4). The "buttonDs" descriptor refers to the "buttonRg" region and also specifies that the image transparency must be set to 20% (lines 5 to 7). The "merchandizingDs" descriptor (lines 8 and 9) only refers to the "merchandizingRg" region in the secondary device.
Usually, NCL promotes reuse referring to identifiers of the reused parts, as location values used in the src attributes, or id values, when the reference is to an NCL entity, as in Fig. 1 (descriptor attribute values) and Fig. 3 (region attribute values). As in most XML application languages, NCL entities must have a distinct identifier in a document (the id attribute value).
It is important to stress that NCL allows for, but does not impose, reuse practices. Reference to <descriptor> and <region> elements are optional. A <descriptor> element could define a region using <descriptorParam> elements, thus without referring to <region> elements. A <media> element can also define all necessary presentation properties using <property> elements, without reference to a <descriptor> element. Indeed, descriptors are used only to initialize these properties. Figure 4 illustrates the <media> element whose content is the advertisement to be shown in the scenario illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3 (line 1), and an alternative for this <media> element definition without referring to descriptors (lines 3 to 9). As stated in Sect. 2, when defining a media object it is necessary to specify its content location and its interface and how it must be presented. However, there is another way. A <media> element can be defined referring another one, inheriting all the media object definition (content, properties, and anchors). Figure 5 extends the previous example scenario. In it, the main TV video (id="mainVideo") refers to the "centerDs" descriptor, as previously explained (line 1). Its src attribute specifies that the content must be retrieved from the transport stream, and more precisely, from the transport elementary stream with program_number.component_tag= "0×01.0×05". Line 2 defines the "button" media object, and line 3 the "merchandizing" HTML media object.
In line 4 of Fig. 5 , the "buttonRef" media object refers to the "button" media object, inheriting all its definition (in this case, properties defined by the "buttonDs" descriptor). The instance attribute is explained in what follows.
In the NCL conceptual model, document structuring is made using contexts. A context is a special object that groups media objects and other contexts, recursively. The single constraint applicable is that a context cannot be included recursively in itself. A context can also contain relationships among its components. In NCL a context is represented by the <body> and the <context> elements. The <body> element is just a name for the ancestral of all contexts in an NCL document.
The context nesting creates what NCL calls a perspective for an object, a concept similar to the "scope" in generalpurpose languages. An object's perspective is the nesting structure from the most external context (represented by the <body> element) to the object. In a perspective, an object inherits all relationships defined in ancestral contexts referring directly or indirectly to it.
Object reuse (in spite of being a media object or a context) allows an object to pertain to more than one perspective, and thus to more than one context. This is a very important reuse feature since a single object in different perspectives may have different behaviors (depending on the inherited relationships), promoting the concept of active code reuse for media objects.
In a <media> element specification that refers to (and thus reuses) another <media> element, the instance attribute allows for defining whether syntactic (static) reuse of code is desired (instance="new", see Fig. 5 ), or if active code reuse is the goal. In the last case, reuse may be either instantaneous (instance="instSame") or gradual (instance="gradSame"), as follows.
Assume that media object A refers to media object B.
(1) If instance="new", a new independent instance of A will be created when A is started, inheriting all defined code for B, independently of the fact that B is in exhibition or not. A inherits B interfaces, but can add new ones. Moreover, all interfaces take part only in the relationships defined in the perspective where the object was created. (2) In the case of active code reuse (instance equal to "instSame" or "gradSame"), A and B are the same object.
(i) If instance="instSame", interfaces for this same object come from the A and B specifications. Moreover, relationships defined both in the A perspective and in the B perspective are enabled. (ii) If instance="gradSame", the single difference is that each object representation must receive an action for its activation. Once active, its interfaces are incorporated to the common object in presentation. Likewise, relationships defined in the perspective of an activated media object become enabled.
Running media object code reuse has shown to be very useful, even more so than static code reuse.
Relation reuse
Unlike other XML languages, NCL detaches the relation and the relationship concepts [5] , as is usual in ADLs (Architecture Description Languages [6] ).
Relations are defined in a relation base in the head part of the document (<head> element). Relations define roles and the glue relating roles. NCL allows defining any kind of relation, but reserved words have been defined to simplify the definition of causal temporal and spatial relations. Causal relations are defined by <causalConnector> elements. In causal relations, conditions defined over roles must be satisfied in order to trigger actions to be applied in roles (the same or others).
Relationships (represented by NCL <link> elements) can be defined referring to a relation and defining actors to play the relation roles. Thus relation reuse is natural in NCL. Although this is the only way to define relationships in NCL 3.0, a syntactic sugar can be added to the language to allow relation and relationship definition within a single element, as discussed in Sect. 7.
As an example of relation reuse, assume that during a multimedia presentation the beginning of a video presentation must start an image presentation in parallel. Assume also that in a certain moment of the presentation the beginning of an audio track must start, also synchronously, an animation. These two relationships can share (reuse) the same relation: "on begin X role then start Y role". Based on this relation, the first relationship may bind the X role to the video and the Y role to the image. On the other hand, the second relationship may bind the X role to the audio track and the Y role to the animation.
It must be remarked that relationships may be defined among any media object type: perceptual media objects, media objects with imperative code (Lua code, for example), or media objects with NCL or other declarative language code (e.g., HTML).
Structure reuse
The context concept, defined in Sect. 3.4, is important not only to structure documents but also to encapsulate presentation semantics. Since a context contains not only objects but also relationships among them, a context actually defines a document embedded into another document: with a well-defined temporal and spatial semantics defined by the context's links.
Structuring an NCL document using contexts is a good programming practice. There are several examples (see www.club.ncl.org.br) that demonstrate its usefulness, some of them already discussed in this paper.
Just like media objects, contexts can be reused by another context definition. However, only static code reuse is allowed. Both contexts are considered independent new instances. There is no equivalent to "instSame" or "gradSame" values for context reuse.
Structure reuse is associated with the minimum and the maximum abstraction level exposed by the language notation, and by how many notation details can be encapsulated.
Rule and transition effect reuse
In the <head> of an NCL document rule bases and transition bases can be defined. Transitions are visual or acoustic effects that can be employed in the beginning or in the end of media object presentations. Rules make up a logic dialect that can be used to support content and content presentation adaptations. Figure 6 illustrates an example of transition base (lines 2 to 4). Line 3 specifies the "fade" transition effect that must be applied to a content presentation during 3 seconds. Lines 12 and 13 show how a <descriptor> element refers to this transition to apply its effect in the beginning (transIn) of a media object presentation It is likewise for the separation of the <descriptor> and <region>; detaching transitions effects from the descriptors allows their reuse. It is very common to have the definition of a few transition effects used by several media objects during an iDTV presentation. However, unlike what happens with regions, a <descriptor> element must always refer to a transition if the effect is requested. There is no way to define transitions as parameters of a <descriptor> element. Maybe this is a language concept that should be revised in the next version of the language.
As mentioned, rules express criteria that allow content and content presentation adaptations [7] . Rules can be simple or compound. Simple rules compare a variable to a value or to another variable. Compound rules are made up by the "or" and "and" expressions of rules (simple or compound).
In Fig. 6 the "canPlayPtVideoR" compound rule tests if a device can play a Portuguese video (lines 6 to 9), evaluating two system variables.
In NCL, <switch> elements contain alternative objects that can be chosen based on which rule is satisfied. Similar to <context> elements, <switch> elements can also be syntactically reused. As a <switch> example, Fig. 6 defines the <switch id="merchandizing" . . . > (lines 16 to 21). Line 17 specifies that if the exhibition device can play the Portuguese video ("canPlayPtVideoR" rule), the "vMerchandizing" media object must be selected. Otherwise, the "fMerchandizing" default media object is the correct choice.
Similarly to <switch> elements, <descriptorSwitch> elements contain alternative descriptors that can be chosen based on which rule is satisfied. Similarly to <descriptor> elements, <descriptorSwitch> elements can also be referred by media objects.
It is important to note that it is impossible to reuse a rule in order to define other rules. Moreover, rules can refer to global properties (properties of a special media object type: "application/x-ncl-settings") without having them explicitly declared. On the other hand, any other use of a property requires that the property be explicitly declared. Rules are rare exceptions in the NCL reuse coherence. Maybe this is a language concept that should be revised in the next version of the language.
Reuse across NCL applications
In all previously mentioned cases of Sect. 3, reuse was discussed within the scope of a single NCL application. However, it is possible to import information bases defined in other NCL applications and reuse their components as if they have been defined in the importing document. In addition, the whole structure of a document, or part of it, can be imported and reused. This allows for improving the final document structure more extensively than seen before, spreading its scope over several documents. For illustration, think of an advertisement (an NCL application) that may be embedded and exhibited in several iDTV applications (defined by other NCL documents).
Nesting NCL documents
There are two alternatives to reusing an entire document specification (that is, its structure and presentation layout). The first one amounts to importing a document and reusing it as a context object in the new document. The second one amounts to treating the document as a media object with NCL declarative code in the new document.
Importing document A as a context of document B allows for the creation of an independent copy of A inside B, as in any context reuse. The imported document must be referred to as "alias#docID" (where alias is an arbitrary string associated with the document URI and informed in the importing document's head; docId is the id attribute value associated with the imported document). Parts of an imported document can also be reused, but this discussion is left to Sect. 4.3. Figure 7 (a) illustrates an NCL document with id="A". The content of "A" is deliberately omitted without any prejudice. Figure 7 (b) shows an NCL document with id="B" that imports "A" defining an alias ("docA") for this imported document in the "B" scope (line 5). The "referDocA" context reuses the "A" document definition referring to the "A" document id ("docA#A"). This is sufficient to create a copy of "A" able to be related with links defined in the "B" document. Note that when the context is exhibited, its node must follow the same layout defined in the "A" document.
The reuse of an NCL document as an NCL media object with NCL code ("application/x-ncl-NCL" type) allows for presenting the reused object in a region of an exhibition device screen, as if this region were the (virtual) available screen. Figure 8 illustrates this case, where the same document of Fig. 7(a) is now defined to be presented in a region specified by the "centerDs" descriptor.
Importing information bases
Every base defined in the <head> element of an NCL document can be imported by a corresponding base in another document by using the <importBase> element of NCL. This element defines an alias for the imported base and refers to the imported base through its URI (document's_URI#base_id).
Region bases and descriptor bases can be defined in files apart from NCL application specification files and then imported by these documents as if they were layout libraries. This is very useful in families of applications that should have the same presentation standard as a family identity and also improves usability. This is typical in iDTV dramas and other TV series.
Transition bases may also be imported and reused by descriptors of another document. The same works for rule bases. Practical experience shows that there is a trend of using the same set of rules by an author in several of its authored documents.
Connector base importing is the most common practice in NCL applications. Authors and organizations tend to add each relation they define in a common base shared by all their applications. Usually, <causalconnector> elements are defined by NCL language experts and put into a common connector base in order to be imported by naïve programmers into their applications. Mostly, a convention is defined by a company to identify their connectors in order to facilitate their reuse. It is rare in usual iDTV applications to need connectors different from the usual ones [1] .
Importing and reusing connectors has an additional advantage of reducing the language learning curve, since connectors are one of the language's most difficult concepts. Importing and reusing connectors allows authors to produce iDTV applications from the very beginning of the language learning.
4.3 Importing objects of an NCL application Section 4.1 discussed how a document can be imported and reused as a whole. In addition, parts of a document can also be reused. Indeed, any NCL object (media objects, contexts, and switches) can be reused.
In all these cases the reuse is similar to the whole document reuse. The single difference is to refer to the reused object identifier instead of the document identifier. 
Analyzing NCL usability
Among possible methods to evaluate how usable NCL reuse features are for its intended users, there are empirical methods (involving empirical observations of how people actually use the features provided by NCL in real task situations or realistic lab settings) and analytic methods (derived from theories, models or frameworks, in varying degrees of formality). A combination of methods is clearly the best choice to gain insight and understanding with respect to how and why NCL supports reuse in practical contexts. However, one must decide how to combine them: for example, should they be applied independently of each other, or sequentially? Our choice in this research is the latter, starting with an analytic method. Among the advantages of this choice, two are particularly relevant. First, analytic methods can help detect specific features of NCL that we (its designers) were not aware of. Once detected, these features can then be empirically tested with NCL users in different contexts of use. Second, analytic methods can help establish theoretical or pretheoretical connections among (classes of) features, helping analysts in probing the nature and consequences of NCL features and relations among them. This possibility allows us to establish connections between NCL and other programming or specification languages, a factor that plays a major role in recruiting participants for empirical tests, for instance. To mention but one, if we were to find that NCL shares certain features with event-oriented programming languages, for example, empirical tests should perhaps discriminate between participants with and without prior knowledge of such languages.
A commonly used analytic tool for evaluating the usability of computer languages in the last few years has been the Cognitive Dimensions of Notation (CDN) framework [3, 4] . Although CDN originally consists of design principles for analyzing the usability of information artifacts, it only takes viewing computer languages as information artifacts themselves to gain considerable leverage in understanding the cognitive effort they may occasionally impose to programmers with different backgrounds and levels of expertise. It has, indeed, been lately criticized for not being "scientific according to standards normally applied in research" [8] ; however, for researchers who acknowledge the importance of interpretation and interpretive frameworks in science, this criticism does not apply. CDN can and, as we will show, does provide important insights on how to interpret the meaning and impact of syntactic and semantic features of programming languages on human cognition. It takes the analyst, however, an extra step compared to using noninterpretive predictive approaches in scientific research. We must define how each cognitive dimension is to be systematically applied to the object of analysis before we appreciate the results of such applications. So, we briefly list and define each dimension proposed by the CDN framework, stating how we apply it to the analysis of NCL. This application can be viewed as our subsidiary contribution for other researchers interested in analyzing other iDTV specification languages, and possibly other kinds of specification languages as well.
CDN is a framework commonly applied when thinking with diagrams [9] , especially when designing Visual Programming Languages (VPLs). It has also been applied to evaluate different tools and programming languages. For example, Z formal specifications in the TranZit environment [10] and end user programming techniques in Interactive Football Playbook (IFP) [11] have been analyzed with CDN. In fact, because end user programming and development activities highlight the importance of usability and low cognitive loads in software development tools, CDN has gained popularity as an evaluation framework in this context [12] , of which Web mash-ups [13, 14] and game scripting [15] are two noteworthy instances.
Method of analysis
The first step in our analysis was to cast NCL as an information artifact of some sort. Viewing a specification language as an artifact is easy. Artifacts are non-natural objects, man-made objects designed for a particular end. This being undoubtedly the case with NCL, we must only show that it is an information artifact. We take an information artifact to be one that not only carries information (which most artifacts arguably do, given that they carry meaning), but whose primary purpose is to represent and support information processing. This definition seems to accommodate the whole spectrum of artifacts that CDN has been used to analyze to date, and comfortably locates NCL within it for the purposes of the analysis that follows.
Next, computer languages are artifacts that have a dual nature. They represent information in a referential sense, and they also construct information in a generative sense [16] . In other words, they may not only refer to pre-existing information (for example a programming language construct like 'if a = 1 then . . .' tests an existing condition to verify whether a is equal to 1 or not), but they may also create representations as a consequence of computational execution (for example a construct like 'if a = 1 then b = false' causes the assignment of value 'false' to b, something that did not necessarily exist before). In practical terms, this dual nature leads us to include, in the analysis of computer languages, not only the linguistic constructs that it offers for specifying computer representations and processes, but also its operational semantics (i.e., what effects language constructs bring about when they are interpreted by a computer). We propose to add a third aspect of computer languages in the analysis: the programming infrastructure that supports programmers in creating and interpreting language constructs. Although the latter may be certainly considered an external factor that is not really intrinsic to the language being analyzed (for we can always use different editors and CASE tools to produce programs, regardless of the language we are working with), we claim that program editors, for example, underline and in an extensive way make explicit certain features of programming languages. This is especially true for NCL and its declarative abstractions.
In Fig. 10 we show how we organize the space of analysis. On the upper part of the figure, we see the NCL document, which is produced with the support of computer language editors. These typically focus on the lexical and syntactic aspects of computer languages, helping their users to perceive certain features of the language, avoid certain errors, establish certain relations, and so on. On the lower part of the figure, we see the NCL presentation, which results from a computer interpretation of the NCL code. This is carried out by computer interpreters called NCL Players that produce representations and behavior that help their users perceive the result of language constructs, their meaning, Fig. 10 Organizing the application of CDN dimensions to NCL features scope, and the range of effects for which they can be used. Together, and only together, these two determine the usability of NCL as an information artifact. So, this is why we will include aspects of editors and interpreters in our analysis of NCL reuse with the CDN framework. Note that, as shown in Fig. 10 , certain dimensions will be applied to both static and active code reuse, whereas others will only make sense (or be remarkably more relevant) in terms of one or the other. Note also that in the very definition of CDN dimensions, as is the case of visibility, for example, one must consider certain computational environment characteristics, lest we are not able to decide how elements of the language are "accessed" or "made visible". So, we think that our scope of analysis is sufficiently justified.
The editors we are considering in this analysis are: a nonspecialized XML text editor, the NCL Eclipse [17] , and the Composer [18] . The characteristics evaluated in the first environment are intrinsically related to NCL notation, focusing on an almost neutral environment that does not provide specific NCL features. NCL Eclipse [17] , however, is a textual authoring tool with few graphical features that never overlap with text exhibition. It has been proposed to support author interaction directly with the NCL notation. Composer [18] is an authoring tool that makes use of four synchronized graphical views. Composer users can focus on specific views depending on the task they are currently performing. Obviously, NCL usability evaluation is different in each of these three environments, since they constitute different overall systems (notation + environment). The interpreter we are considering is the same in all three cases, NCL Player, the reference implementation of the Ginga standard [1, 19] .
The thirteen CDN dimensions used in our analysis are defined in [3] , and quoted below, along with notes on the specific interpretation we give to them in this paper.
• Visibility: "ability to view components easily".
Is all needed information easily identified and accessible when authors are editing part of an NCL document? How do editors improve visibility?
• Abstraction Gradient: "types and availability of abstraction mechanisms".
How easy is it to support composition and encapsulation in NCL? How do editors take advantage of the specification abstraction levels?
• Closeness of Mapping: "closeness of representation to domain".
How closely does the NCL document specification correspond to its presentation? How do editors help with this mapping?
• Consistency: "similar semantics are expressed in similar syntactic forms".
Is it possible to infer other NCL constructs once a basic subset of this language is learned? Are there exceptions or special cases to be learned?
• Diffuseness: "verbosity of language". How many first-class NCL elements must be defined in a document for producing perceptible visual results in NCL presentations?
• Error Proneness: "the notation invites mistakes and the system gives little protection".
Does NCL notation induce programming or semantic errors? Do editors create new types of induced errors?
• Hard Mental Operations: "high demand on cognitive resources".
Which NCL authoring tasks become easier when one uses external annotations? How do editors make use of external annotations? Which NCL authoring tasks can be made easier by means of external cognitive aids? Which aids are these? Do editors and player provide them?
• Hidden Dependencies: "important links between entities are not visible".
How are dependencies identified in NCL documents? Which editor features are designed to help find dependencies?
• Premature Commitment: "constraints on the order of doing things".
In which order must NCL elements be created during document authoring? Do editors offer predefined orders or do they enable authors to create things in whichever order they wish?
• Progressive Evaluation: "work to date can be checked at any time".
Is it possible to get feedback for partially defined presentations of an NCL document? Is it possible to play incomplete documents?
• Role Expressiveness: "the purpose of an entity is readily inferred".
How obvious is the role of each NCL element in the whole solution?
• Secondary Notation: "extra information in means other than formal syntax".
Which are the comment and documentation types that can be found in NCL documents? How do editors handle comments and metadata?
• Viscosity: "resistance to change".
How much effort is required to make a change in an NCL document? What kind of changes are harder to commit?
Usability issues associated with NCL reuse
In this section we describe some typical needs authors have when creating NCL hypermedia applications. The section extends the analysis made in Sects. 3 and 4 by evaluating NCL usability in the context of using three authoring environments. Instead of evaluating the NCL notation expressiveness per se, we now evaluate how the notation communicates (to users) its design principles and the intent of its designers with the support of different computer environments that provide the necessary infrastructure for NCL programming.
The order in which the cognitive dimensions are discussed was chosen for fluency only. The reader should refer to the previous subsection to recall our interpretation of each cognitive dimension in the context of this research. As in previous sections, the term element below refers to an XML element, and the term attribute to an attribute of an XML element. As usual, XML attribute names appear in italics.
Visibility
Content reuse in NCL has the potential to introduce a visibility problem because an author may not see any media content (images, videos, etc.) by just reading an NCL document. However, this is an unavoidable problem, found in all textual languages designed for hypermedia document authoring.
NCL Eclipse supports preview of contents, so that images, audio, and videos can be easily displayed during the authoring phase. This helps authors to integrate contents mentally with their referring media objects. Although the latter is related to the visibility dimension, it is clear that it also alleviates the load of cognitive operations (another CDN dimension) inasmuch as it supports recognition rather than recall in retrieving objects by their names.
As NCL is a textual language for specifying hypermedia documents of any size, it will always pose some cognitive problem when a large document is being edited. This remains true even if more concise graphic abstractions are employed.
As mentioned in Sect. 3, running media object code reuse has shown to be very useful, even more so than static code reuse. However, in this case, the reuse can lessen the visibility problem, since the same object can be repeated in different parts of a code, only with its interfaces of interest.
Since relationships in NCL are always defined referring to a previously defined relation, this can also cause visibility cognitive problems. However, syntactic sugar can be added to the language to lessen this problem, as discussed in Sect. 7.
As discussed in Sect. 3, there is no way to define transitions as parameters of a <descriptor> element. This means that transitions are more prone to visibility cognitive problems than regions. Although this has not been considered relevant in the NCL 3.0 EDTV profile [1] , this is a language concept that should be revised in the next version of the language.
In most general-purpose XML editors, it is possible to collapse and expand the XML tree structure in such a way that code spans can be hidden or shown, as desired. The same feature is offered both on NCL Eclipse and Composer tools. This, in itself, provides some visibility control.
NCL Eclipse, in addition, supports hypertext navigation from one editing position to another. Shortcuts (hyperlinks) are defined by NCL Eclipse when an NCL element refers to another element. With this feature, an NCL author can quickly switch from document body to head, in order to reach nonvisible code spans. The environment also provides a shortcut to return to the previous editing position.
Abstraction gradient
Structure reuse is in a straight line with the abstraction gradient cognitive dimension. Having hypermedia compositions (context) as the central abstraction concept of NCL shows the importance of this dimension in this language design, and the importance of this dimension in itself.
NCL notation is designed to help authors with several abstraction levels. General-purpose XML editors provide no support to help the encapsulation of code fragments.
The Composer structural view, however, represents the document as a composite graph, where graph nodes represent media objects or contexts, and graph edges represent links. This view reveals the several abstraction levels specified in an NCL document and makes it easier to achieve structure reuse. For example, authors can easily identify similarities between structures at a particular level of abstraction, and choose to reuse code corresponding to the abstractions they see.
Closeness of mapping
The NCL importing feature relates to the closeness of mapping dimension in CDN, as the concept can be considered a "programming trick". To import a document is to make its head and body "visible" to the importing document. Once the importing is concluded, reuse can be done by referring to the document bases or part of the body of the imported document.
As previously mentioned, NCL Eclipse treats an NCL specification as a hypertext, representing references to reused elements as hyperlinks. Thus, the hypermedia environment is itself a metaphor of the applications it has been designed to create. However, mapping NCL code onto NCL presentations in this editor is still a complex operation.
So, reuse opportunities that depend on recognizing common presentation features when looking at NCL code are more difficult to do.
Composer, in turn, makes use of multiple synchronized graphical views, each one of them related to a particular aspect of editing tasks, or to particular user profiles. In this way the tool meets a wider range of user needs, and is apt to support code reuse and abstraction mappings more easily than other editors. In structural view, a document is depicted as a composite graph, which may not be natural for authors without prior programming skills. The temporal view, however, depicts a document as an object that unfolds and behaves differently over time, which can be more familiar to audiovisual content producers with few program skills and more acquainted with timeline editions. These two representations can help authors detect reuse opportunities, which are closely related to presentational characteristics of a document, while dealing with the NCL code specification.
Consistency
The understanding of the three basic elements of NCL (<me-dia>, <link>, and <context>) guide the understanding of the other ones; what is in line with the consistency cognitive dimension, that is, how much can be inferred from the knowledge of only part of the notation. Secondarily, the <de-scriptor> and <region> elements can be optionally used together with <media> elements. Likewise, <causalConnec-tor> elements are used together with links. Interface elements (<area>, <property>, and <port>) are used together with <media> or < context> elements.
It is important to mention again that it is impossible to reuse a rule in order to define other rules. This is a rare exception in NCL reuse coherence, as previously mentioned. Still regarding consistency, as presented in Sect. 3, rules can refer to global properties without having them explicitly declared. As mentioned in that section, this is a language concept that should be revised in the next version of the language.
NCL has several merits in terms of consistency. As more extensively discussed in Sect. 3, understanding a small set of core concepts and a few XML elements is sufficient for authors to anticipate and guess the whole. We believe that the editing and playback infrastructure is not as relevant for analyzing NCL usability for purposes of reuse as the strictly linguistic aspects of NCL discussed in previous sections.
Diffuseness
The auto-complete feature of NCL Eclipse suggests valid values when editing NCL attributes. When an author activates auto-complete while editing the region attribute of a <descriptor> element, for example, only identifiers of <re-gion> elements are presented. This quick reminder mechanism helps reduce the diffuseness problem by shortening codification distances between related elements, that is, the editor aggregates elements dispersed in the NCL code.
In Composer spatial view, authors are able to view and set all media positions applicable to any given point in presentation time. The spatial view helps decrease diffuseness by aggregating document representations on screen that are in one-to-one correspondence with the final exhibition spatial characteristics.
However, the diffuseness of NCL code can create problems when reusing an element because it introduces dependency chains (i.e., one element reuses another, which reuses another, and so on). Some common element chains are:
This NCL feature is also related to hidden dependencies, further discussed in this section. With respect to diffuseness, we only remark that NCL "verbosity" somehow contributes to aggravating hidden dependency problems, and that our current editing and playback infrastructure does not yet provide robust solutions for them.
Error proneness
Two types of errors can be distinguished. The first is simply a defective NCL code, which makes an NCL document presentation impossible. Such errors should be detected during the authoring phase. NCL Eclipse provides efficient and extensive code validation support, which allows authors to easily find and remove programming errors. The second type of errors is semantic, which are found in properly coded documents that do not meet the author's expectations or intent.
NCL documents typically have several elements that refer to other elements. This is a welcome feature for reuse, but it can also create the need to check nonvisible code. When specifying a link, for example, the author needs to check the role cardinality in the referred connector specification. This information is not immediately available and can be misleading. The referring mechanism can lead to various other kinds of mistakes. Avoiding this is a matter of language design and programming infrastructure, tightly related to the previous discussion of the visibility dimension.
Hard mental operations
NCL coding and reuse still poses considerable problems related to hard mental operations. In spite of facilitating reuse in many other respects, there remain a few cases where improvement is clearly needed. Let us take NCL regions as an example. A region is typically defined by attributes such as left, top, width, and height, which can have values in pixels or percentage (of the parent region). It is not so simple to mentally visualize the region area when reading the region attribute values. The region also carries the overlap information (zIndex attribute), stating which region must be presented when two or more of them occupy the same screen area. Authors usually need to display the desired content in order to find its appropriate position and dimension. Moreover, an object's exhibition area may change during a presentation. Therefore, defining and managing region geometries are considerably difficult tasks, and usually require associated tools. The problem is worse in reuse situations where related information is scattered throughout several elements.
Content preview in its corresponding screen area may help authors while performing such hard mental operations. As already mentioned, Composer's layout view supports region specifications by graphical manipulations. Basically, Composer displays a rectangle for each screen area. Their position and dimensions can be changed using drag-anddrop operations. The layout view also allows for screen area editing with respect to specific points on the presentation timeline, helping authors to make changes to previously defined parameters.
Hidden dependencies
As expected, when authors edit an NCL element, other elements that refer to it will change as well. In isolation, a referred element does not carry information about which other elements refer to it. Dependencies are only visible in the referring element.
NCL Eclipse provides a reverse hyperlink mechanism, previously mentioned, with which users can see the elements that refer to an element being edited. Thus, authors can check for dependencies in both directions, possibly identifying which is the impact of a change.
The synchronized views of Composer provide immediate feedback about changes to authors, helping to reduce hidden dependency effects.
There are several examples of hidden dependency problems specifically related to reuse. For example, when an attribute of a region changes, all associated descriptors collaterally receive the effects of this change. Likewise, changes in descriptors have impact on media objects that refer to them. Of course, this hidden dependency effect can be avoided if authors specify all presentation attributes using <property> elements, as discussed in Sect. 3.
Premature commitment
NCL Eclipse forces premature commitment because it validates the document as the editing goes. This gives authors an instantaneous feedback on codification errors and discourages the creation of documents that are purposefully incomplete or invalid. On the other hand, requiring a predefined order of specification of referred elements can annoy authors who usually choose to work using their own strategies. Thus, in NCL Eclipse, authors can turn off the warning messages generated by the code validation feature, and build specifications in a different order than the one that produces correct and playable code. The problem is, as will be emphasized in the next sub-section, that authors will not be able to see what their partial codification looks like as a presentation. The NCL Player requires strict syntactic constructs to be in place for it to play back a document.
Composer still has a primitive mechanism for code validation when compared to NCL Eclipse, and it does not advance the problem of playing back partially specified NCL code.
Progressive evaluation
Neither NCL Eclipse nor Composer supports any kind of progressive evaluation, or provides partial feedback for incomplete programs. Both environments are coupled to an external NCL interpreter that displays only valid and syntactically complete documents. This is an important usability issue, not only with respect to reuse, but also in general. In broad terms, it forces a particular top-down compositional strategy on the part of authors, which may go against the talent and preference of individual authors. It is thus an important item in the list of requirements for improved NCL usability in authoring tools.
Role expressiveness
The role expressiveness dimension helps to explain why NCL is easily learned by non-programmers and how reuse features help in this task. There are <media> elements to represent specific media objects (content). Causal sentences are expressed by first-class <link> elements, which reuse temporal relation specifications defined in connectors, which are also first-class elements (<causalConnec-tor>). The same pattern is repeated for all elements needed to specify a document. Each element has a clearly defined role in the NCL data conceptual model.
Composer relies heavily on the role expressiveness of the NCL data model in providing its several authoring views. The auto-complete feature of NCL Eclipse also explores the role expressiveness extensively. Code suggestions are offered depending on the document position where authors are currently working. When giving suggestions inside the <ncl> element, for example, NCL Eclipse shows only two possible child elements: <head> or <body>. The same happens when the tool suggests attribute values, in particular, reference values for elements in reuse.
Secondary notation
XML comments provide a secondary notation to NCL. NCL also allows for the definition of metadata, through its <meta> and <metadata> elements. This can enhance the source code with extended semantic information. Secondary notation can help documentation about reuse features.
NCL Eclipse supports code highlighting, using different fonts and colors for element and attribute names and attribute values. The environment makes use of other types of secondary notation existing in NCL, such as XML comments and metadata. NCL Eclipse also supports in its current version its own documentation notation.
The current textual view of Composer does not support code highlighting. In other Composer's views, there could be extra annotations, but they are not implemented in the current version. XML comments are not explored by any of Composer's views except the textual view.
Secondary notation is ignored by the NCL interpreter.
Viscosity
In a way viscosity is a cognitive dimension affected by most (or all) of the previous dimensions discussed in this section. This dimension evaluates how difficult it is to make changes in an object of interest manipulated by an information artifact. In the context of NCL reuse, this practically amounts to asking how difficult it is to reuse objects. The previous subsections suggest that NCL editing and playback environments are still viscous mainly because of some issues with diffuseness, hard mental operations, hidden dependencies, and premature commitment. Mechanisms to control visibility and levels of abstraction, to support different kinds of mapping between representations and domain objects, to decrease error proneness, to increase role expressiveness, and to provide consistent language design and flexibility in incorporating secondary notation help users deal with current viscosity issues in NCL programming.
Related work
The NCL abstraction level is not close to that of low-level languages, such as HTML, but it is not close to that of higher level ones either, in particular to modeling languages in the Web field. Some reuse support is often considered in model-driven approaches. However, as NCL has an abstraction level related to its conceptual model, NCL should support reuse in its own declarative level. There has been a lot of work reported in the literature about reuse provisioning in imperative languages [20, 21] . Although some declarative hypermedia authoring languages include reuse among their design principles, much less related work is found specifically about these languages. This section focuses only on reuse in declarative languages for hypermedia authoring.
In hypermedia authoring languages, at least the layout reuse is under concern since Style Sheets [22] were introduced for HTML. Likewise, content specification referring to an external file is common in several languages, such as SMIL (Synchronized Multimedia Integration Language), and, with lesser flexibility, especially with respect to anchor definition, in HTML.
Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) [23] , an XML-based W3C standard for describing vector graphics in two dimensions, allows for geometrical shape reuse through its <def> and <use> elements. Geometrical shapes are defined by <def> elements. To render them, an author must define the <use> element with xlink:href, x and y attributes. The xlink:href attribute specifies the geometrical shape identifier, as defined by the <def> element. The x and y attributes specify the position where the geometric shape must appear on the screen. In addition to this reuse feature, the <def> element also allows an author to include (import and reuse) elements from external namespaces, making SVG an easily extensible language.
SMIL [24] , also an XML-based W3C standard, allows for several reuse features similar to the NCL ones. Like NCL, the specification of the presentation layout and the transition effects are made in the <head> part of a SMIL document. However, unlike NCL, the layout specification must be done in a single element, instead of the <region> and the <descriptor> division of NCL. This allows for extended reuse features in NCL. In SMIL, media objects and the document presentation semantics are defined in the <body> section, primarily including media objects in time containers (<par> and <seq> elements). SMIL does not allow for media object reuse, but only content reuse. Moreover, only static code reuse is allowed. No support is offered to active code reuse.
The synchronization paradigm of SMIL is based on compositions (containers) with temporal semantics (<par> and <seq> elements). There is no support for document structuring other than the temporal structure. Structure reuse is thus impossible. SMIL 3.0 has extended its synchronization paradigm to include relationships defined by "conceptual links" embedded into target content anchors. Unlike NCL relations, SMIL relations may not be reused.
Both SMIL and SVG show an impoverished import support, except for the previously mentioned SVG feature.
Neither SMIL, SVG, nor HTML provides any support for active code reuse. To the best of our knowledge, NCL is the only hypermedia authoring language with this feature.
Concluding remarks
The general NCL structure is composed of a header and a body. The header has several information bases, and the body specifies the organizational structure and the presentation semantics of a document. This general structure shows the designers' concern with reuse in NCL, in which language elements in the body frequently refer to elements in the header. This paper shows how an NCL author can benefit from the general structure of the language and create documents with higher levels of reuse.
The disconnection between hypermedia relations, on the one side, and relationships, on the other, is an important feature for NCL expressiveness and reuse. The definition of relation types is the most difficult task in authoring a document. However, once relations are defined, they can be reused in several relationships. As previously mentioned, it is common to see iDTV producers having a well-defined base of relations composed by expert programmers and shared among naive document authors. Visibility problems in using a predefined relation can be solved using a good naming strategy for relation identification. Terminology that is well known by authors, as exemplified in Sect. 3.5, is an asset in all authoring tasks.
It is rare to see an iDTV application that calls for connectors other than the usual ones. Several reserved words are defined by NCL in order to facilitate the creation of spatial and temporal relations. However, for the rare cases where new relation definitions are needed, a visibility problem persists. Relationships are created far from where relations are defined in the text. As opposed to other optional reuse features of NCL (like the layout definition), there is no option in this case. In order to bypass this problem, syntactic sugar has already been proposed for inclusion in future releases. This will allow for the joint definition of a relationship and its relation in a procedural code, written in quasi natural language, child of a pseudo link element. An NCL parser will then be responsible for translating this pseudo element into NCL <causalConnector> and <link> elements.
The definition of relationships as first-class entities, also allowing them to be part of hypermedia compositions (contexts), provides presentation semantics to these structures. In NCL, relationships that are external to contexts can act on them through well-defined interface points. Therefore, contexts encapsulate objects and their internal relationships. This concept is quite simple but very difficult to control [1] . It provides compositionality to contexts allowing for formal proofs of document properties [25] , in addition to a rich potential for reuse.
Because of NCL support for document importing and nesting, and the ability to import information bases, the building process of large and complex documents becomes scalable, without bringing any collateral harm to the creation of simple and small documents. The reuse and import language features allow authors to rationalize and to easily understand the final presentation, grouping semantic information and accelerating inferential reasoning. This is another consequence of the encapsulation offered by contexts.
Detaching and spreading several authoring aspects into individual bases might be a point of criticism of NCL, since it seems that relevant interdependent parts of a document are being dispersed only to benefit reuse. However, this does not happen in practice because the information contained in each base is self-contained. The reference made to elements in a base helps to enrich the referring element with information that can be understood by itself (as first-class information) and not as partial information without meaning. Moreover, reuse is in the majority of cases an optional feature that can be avoided if necessary.
Concerning the editing and playback infrastructure of NCL as an information artifact, the CDN analysis suggests that for reuse in particular, but also for NCL specification in general, the environment currently provided for iDTV authors is still viscous. Viscosity arises mainly from issues with diffuseness, hard mental operations, hidden dependencies, and premature commitment. However, NCL merits in terms of language design consistency and multiple resources, visibility, abstraction, conceptual mapping, and role expressiveness, among others, contribute to alleviate problems.
The reuse of running code besides static code gives the language a unique reuse feature that is not found in any other declarative language for iDTV application authoring, as far as the authors know. This support makes the hypermedia application code cleaner, easier to understand, and less prone to errors [26] .
The NCL language design and its conceptual model drive application authors to create documents with higher reuse degree. As a document increases in size along the authoring activity, there is a natural tendency to organize contents into contexts. This is in itself sufficient to promote reuse and to conjecture that sustained use of NCL leads to good programming practices.
